
How do I make this go viral? Commemoration, Counter-monumentalism and the Centenary of 
the First World War. 
 
The First World War, perhaps more than any other conflict, birthed a landscape of visual 
memorialisation that due to the passage of time, has increasingly merged into our built 
environment.1  Winter has highlighted the potential risk of our commemorative built environment 
fading into the background if not sustained through the interdependency of support of rituals 
underpinned by collective memory.  Yet, as we make our way through the centenary of the First 
World War the rededication and reimaging of the landscape of the First World War has been 
challenged by new experiences and new ways of participating and sharing experiences and 
memories of the First World War.   
 
This counter-monumental experimentation has been present throughout the centenary and offers 
novel, interesting and dynamic ways to access commemoration and the conflict.  High profile 
campaigns such as “We’re Here Because We’re Here”, “Shrouds of the Somme” and “The Mud 
Soldier” are notable by their exclusivity, temporariness and suitability for sharing via social media.  
The half-life, reach and audience penetration of these works has been dramatically extended 
through social and traditional media fostering heightened interest and other forms of re-
imagination, most notably through facebook and twitter.2 
 
As the First World War centenary draws to a close next year, we should pause to consider how 
best to accommodate emerging counter-monumentalism within our commemorative tradition.  
Does counter-monumentalism offer a more secular approach, greater accessibility, levels of 
interest and therefore assist the sustainability of collective memory?  Equally how much of this 
emerging practice is new?  Should we consider local street shrines that emerged in communities 
throughout the First World War as an attempt to rationalise the tragedy of individual death with 
the requirement for service and national sacrifice?  This paper aims to explore these questions to 
examine how counter-monumentalism may influence the future of commemoration of modern 
conflict and alter future forms and participation within national commemoration. 
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